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UNITED NATIONS . : £ ^^.^Lv

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL origins English

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FCR AFRICA

REPORT OP THE FOURTH MEETING OF THE. EAST AFRICAN SUB-

REGIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE ASSOCIATION' OF ■/ '

AFRICAN CENTRAL BANKS HELD IN LUSAKA ON 27 APRIL 1973

The fourth meeting df the East African Sub-regional ComMttee of

the Association of African Central Banks was held at Lusaka on 27 April 1973

under the chairmanship of Mrt Bo'Kidwingiraj Governor of la Banque de .

la RSpublique du Biiruiidi • - ] '

ParcioipairtB ' . ■, .

Barique de la Republique du Burundi, National Bank of Ethiopia, Bank of

Kenya, Reserve Bank of Malawi t Somali National Bank* Bangue Nationals

du Rwanda^ Bank of Tanzania; Bank of Uganda, Bank ox Gambia and the

Economic Commisssion for Africa, . ... , ■

In his opening address, the current Chairman, Mr* Kidwingira, Governor

of la. Banque de la Republique du Burundi expressed his gratitude for the

kind and hearty hospitality accorded, .to him and other Governors and

jaelegates by Mr<j B jt3 Euwanij Governpr. of "the Bank of Zambia* In order
"to spaed up the deliberations, of the meeting an.d at the eame time

maintain efficiency^ Governor kidwingira proposed the election of Mr© Kuwami

Governor of the Bai'^ of Zambia, as Co-Ohairmano Mr« Kuwani was unanimouSljr
elected Co-Chairmaiu

On taking tha chair, Governor Kuwani thanked fellow Governors and

delegates for having elected him Chairman of the meeting which practice

was in accordance with acceptable international procedures He apologized

that due to a secretarial error, invitations for the meeting had Oot been

extended to Governors of the Bank of Malagasy and Bank of Mauritius.
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Adoption of the Agenda

The provisional agenda was adopted*

1* Minutes of the previous meeting*

2. Matters arising from minutes. .

3© Reports "by distinguished Governors on their respective countries5

economies 9

4« Brief report on progress of international monetary reforms by the

Honourable E.I.N Mteif distinguished Governor of the Central Bank

of Tanzaniao

5» Inter-Africa trade relations and monetary union - paper "by the .

Honourable B0R. ffuwani, distinguished Governor of the Bank of

Zambia* .

69 Other business*

Confirmation of Minutes of the Third Meeting held in Nairobi on 27 July 1972

The minutes of the third meeting were adopted subject to the

following amendments:

(a) Ethiopia

Insertion of the following sentences in the last paragraphf

between " ae ••••4.....«in the countryo/But as <x>«o.<,5"
"He added fliat communications between Ethiopia and the

neighbouring countries were still not satisfactorily developed

and that it wasf therefore, not possible to expand trade

rapidly with them. He was looking forward to the completion of

the road network, links with them, to stimulate his country's

intra-African 'trade.

(b) Malawi

1* Last paragraph. The sentence "However, the June, 1972

.o » with this currency." to be replaced by the

following sentence:.

"However, in view of the floating of the poundf the imposition'

of certain exchange control by countries of the sterling areas,

and entry into the European Community, Malawi might well wish

to review its relationship with the pound sterlingo"

2. The initials of Mr. Bandawe to read H.P. instead of A.P. ,

(c) Rwanda

5th line© "Burundi franc'1 to be replaced by "Rwanda franc"

7th line« "The National Bank of Burundi" to.be replaced by

"The National Bank of Rwanda".



The proposal of the Governor of the National Bank of Ethiopia
that the proceedings of the meetings should be recorded in the form of.
reports and not as minutes in order to maintain informality was un
animously adopted. . ."

Matt erg | a£^giflg;,frop reP0I"fcs

In reply to a question by the Governor of the Bank of Tanzania, the
ECA representative reported that papers concerning measures taken for
the establishment of export credit financing and export credit insurance
.scheme were still being collected by the secretariat and that the :
subject would be discussed at the next meeting of the Association, *

Reports by Governors and Delegates on the economic performance of their
Countries during the year ended 31 December 19J2 ~~' • " " ■ •

The Deputy Governor of the Bank of Kenya reported that major ■

Qpmente in 1972 included a rise in agriculture production, a slackening
iii ;building and construction, an improvement in external trade performance,
increased foreign reserves, growth in money stock coupled with stagnant
bank credit, somewhat. stable prices and a depressed stock market.* .

He caid that agricultural production rose by 20 per cent from its
..level in 1971 due to overall favourable weather conditions** Majo* increases
were recorded to outputs to tea (50 per cent), maize (45.4 per cent)':
pyrethrum (2So7 per cent) and dairy'production (13 psr cent)* !A smaller
increase occurred in coffeeo HsslI, sugar and wheat production felly "'
the. latter fell by 20*7 per cent, and necessitated the importation
of wheat to meet domestic requirements. The volume of building "and" '\"'!
construct ion slackened, especially from the second quarter of the year,
as suggested by a decline in the number of building plans approved, though
the estimated cost of approvals in 1972 was Kenya £22t,3 million compared"
to. Kenya £18O5 million in 1971« . •

. On the manufacturing sector, he reported that Kenya had experienced
divergent trends0 Data for the first three quarters of 1972 ■
showed sizeable increases in sales of spirits, beer, mineral water, fabrics
and matchess while-noticeable decreases occurred in the sales of soda ash,
wheat flour, biscuits and soap,. During the year, KenyaEs performance
in the external trade sector was better than in 19715 and she narrowed her
external trade gap by 15<,3 per cento Net imports (from outside EAC)
fell from £18^1 million in 1973 to Kenya £l77o"6 million, a decline of
3o6 per cento Ehia decline could to some extent be ascribed to import
restrictions.which were iritroduoed in February." External exports. on:
the^other handj increased by 16.7 per cent to 9-0.7 million,' mainly due
to both increased sales of Kenya exports (especially tea) and increased
prices especially in respect of coffeeu He said that inter-State trade
slowed down significantly during-the year resulting in a reduction of
imports from Uganda and Tanzania, as well as exports to Uganda.
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There was a drop in trade between Kenya and -the other members of the

Sub-Regional Committee; he continued. Outside the East African Community

partners, and perhaps excluding exports to Zambia^ the traffic was still

oolite' smallo On money and bankings ^-e said that the volume of money

increased by Kenya £25c>3 million (P) per cent) during 1972 compared "fee
a rise of Kenya £1298 million or 8 per cent in 1971* The increase was

reflected in all the components of the money s^ocko Unlike in 19713

the trend in bank credit remained rather flat in 1972* Credit to trade,

agriculture and manufacturing declined* Concurrently commercial banks

had grown increasingly liquid? as shown by the1rise in the .liquid assets

ratio from 15 per cent in December 1971 to 22fl7 per cent in December 1972*

The growth in liquidity was escribed mainly tp an improvement in.overseas

reserves, a rise in the Government-s net debtor position with the banking

system^ and a change in the interpretation of Section 18 of the Banking

Act 1 1966 with respect to the banks- liquid asJ>ets« In the twelve'

months ended December 1972? foreign exchange reserves increased by Kenya

£9»9 million or 15~8 per cent compared to a decrease of Keoya £23,-2

million or 25c2 per cent during 1971* Es said that the increasewas due

partly to reduce import payments, and increased export earningse and partly

to. a rise in capital inflova iuid the repatriation of 3'astf .Ifi-icca-Communit'tee

Pension Securities during the year© There had been a, "backlog of import

licences being processed and it was likely that there would be a rundown

in foreign exchange reserves when importers met accumulated payments. He

went on to say that the price'level, as measured by the Middle Income and

Wage Earners1 Indices showed signs of stability in 19?2 in comparison with

1971* ' The Middle Income Index rose by 3o5 poifits ana the '?&ge Earners'

Index by 2«7 points compared to a rise of 7 points in both indices in '

1971* There were, however7 substantial increases in ths prices of fuel,

light and water (l3o6 per cent)o With the instability Of international
currencies and the imposition of the proposed Sales tax, higher price

rises were envisaged in 1973? Ke further added that the stock market had

Been a depressing year; when the Nairobi Stock Exchange Index fell by

27o69 points to 236*24 in the previous two charters.,

The thb monetary field? he saiv that developments on the international

scene forced action on the part of the East African Community partnerso

When the US dollar was devalued in February 1973? the three East African

currencies were aligned to the dollar. When the international monetary

situation, continued to be unsettled, and the EEC countries floated their

currencies, the East African Community declare^ a central rate of 7 shillings

to the collar, departing from the previous value of 7ol4 shillings*, At the

time of the report, Kenya was facing a complex 'situation? Foreign reserves

were high yet there .were shortages of many imported goods*. Loan demand

by the private sector was sluggish, prices were rising end the

Government borrowing requirement looked unprecfidently high*, In conclusion

he said'that flexibility would ~^e needed in dealing with the situation*

Somalia

The Director-General of the Somali National Bank, reported that 1972

was a year of improving economic activity in Somalia© Money suppty., the only

general economic indicator available in that country, rose by 33 per cent

(December 1971s 334 million So* ShBj December 1972:441 million Soc Sh.)«



The main sources of money supply were forei.gn assets and credits to the
private sector (including .public entities), which went up "by 33 per cent
to 403 million Soo Sh. She stability of prices (Mogadiscio Consumer
Price Index, December.1971s ao8o5! December 1972s 197*4) and some
otlier factors indicated that the rise in mpn^y supply was also due to the
monetisation of the: economy 'accelerated by, certain measures qf the
Government ii/the-agricultural sector* , ■

He went on to say that the export industries which focussed on

agricultural products- were the main centres of economic aotivitieso Total
exports (foreign exchange control figures) went up from 272 million So»Sh»
in 1971 to about 400 million So* Sho in 1972y that was an increase of
4 per cent. Receipts from banana exports went up by 9& per oent to 89 million
So* Sh* and receipts from livestock exports rose by 37 per cent to

220 million So* Slu Exportation of meat, hides and skins also increased*

Due to good weather conditions and an incentive-giving price fixing system

introduced by the Government, the production of agricult-oral goods for

domestic consumption - especially maize and sorghum - also expanded so

that self sufficiency was reached in these grains, some of which formerly

had to be imported» On general economic conditions5 he said that the

Government's cautious expenditure policy contributed to the balanced

economic conditions in I972f especially to the surprisingly favourable

performances of consumer prices3 Indebtedness of the Government of the

Central Bank went, down from £8 million 3oo siu to a r.et: credit position
( a surplus of deposits) of 25 million Soa Sh» The improvement Kas

mainly caused by the receipt of foreign grants and loans., The balance

of payments improved in 19723 The deficit in the trade'balanoe went down

as the following figures showeds

■ ~ in millions of Somalia Shillings —_

:. ±221— ■'

Exports 272 -: , 400

Imports

'Balance

On foreign reserves he said that mainly due to the Jmprovemeni;": in the
trade.balance? the allocation1 of SDR3s and the inflow of foreign1 Capital,
Somalia^ foreign reserves rose from 166million So« Sh« In December

1971 to 301 million Soa Sh,. in December 1972; ;^He reserves represented

more than 7 months' importsc Preliminary fi^^ures for the period of ,

Jan.uary«March 1973 shox-^ed that th<3 favourable ti^.end in exports had

continued and that foreign reserves were still increasing^ The funds would

mostly be utilised for development projects .during the period of the next

Development Plani he concluded* - . ■
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Ethiopia

The Governor of the National Bank of Ethiopia congratulated Governor

Kuwaai on his election to the Chair and conveyed through him to the

Government and People of Zambia the Delegates* sincere appreciation and

thanks for the brotherly and generous welcome they had met every where in 4

Zambxac

On the Ethiopian economic performance he,said thatg aided by

favourable weather conditions, agriculture production in 197? rose sharply

above that of 197Io Stocks of foodstuffs3 thereforey remained plentiful

and prices stayed quite stable though sometimes'they tended to decline8

Industrial production in general*? and chemicals^ foods and power in particular

advanced vigourously while in textiles the trends were mi2ed3 Stimulated

by a strong deiiand from abroad? exports reached record levels during the

year under consideration nearing a total of 400 million dollars, exports

of coffee5 oilseeds.; fruits and vegetables^ hides and skins and meat

products registered sharp increases while for the first time commodities

like sugars oleoresinSj and textiles were exported in a satisfactory volume*.

Imports in 1972 declined, due mainly to a reduction in the volume of consumer

goods which was partially explained by the import substitution drives and by

higher price levels abroad^ Favourable external and internal factors had ,

the effect of raising all the indicators of the economy including money •

supply 3 domestic credits and reservesj etco

He continued to say that Ethiopia had been able to maintain liberal

trade policies $ goods were plentiful with prices either 3table or tending

downwards. As a result of the large surplus in the Balance of Payments,

the banks were fairly liquid5 on the other hand the banks had" so far failed

to expand credit in,line with their liquidity t, The outlook for the immediate

future as far as the balance of payments were concerned was goodo In the

domestic front? agricultural output would largely depend on weather conditions

while industrial production was expected to increase futher as a result

of the higher level of liquidity in the economy and the consequent rise

in demando

In conclusion^ he said that he was happy that the performance of the

economy during the year of 1972 v;as excellent and judging from the trends

of the first quarter of 1973 he was confident that the results should at

lea.3t be. as goodc

(3elow is a set of statistics to illustrate the sxpansion in

production and trade that was achieved in 1972 in an atmocphe^e

of fairly stable costs and prices©)
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in Uoneyt Supply

7

lo Net Poreign Assets

2© Credit to the Private Sootor

(a) Credit fcr o^pori

Animal cliaiigcs

("b) O.c3dit for iivpoi

(o) Credit to ?,lj. other

Annual ^aar^e^

1972

(35.8)

470*1

(21O7)

99r5

(26O2)

cb 1971

Il7o7

(a.8)

448o4

(i6a)

(18*0)

1970

139o5

414*4

i-(86o3)

J60O

. (58aO)

Meat canned and frocer

Cereals and pa:3C3

, ana T^getaWos

Hide? and SKaa

OilEecd3
Other pro&rtB

5^70

5o5C0

3,255

1971
■

go9o6

6.206

32,064

38,585

314-.-.O61

9.180

.9,074

182.536

48,748

44<,677

BKdSSB:
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Value of Imports — Ma.ior Commodity

n8 Tiy^

Food

Beverages and tobacco

Petroleum products

Chemicals

Textiij.es

Metal makufaoture

Machinery

'Electrical materials

Road motor vehicles

Other products

TOTAL

2m

31.451

33e4O3

50*272

37*236

82 o 369

27o310

4^.949

66^,026

mi

43*539

55o744

36*^296

87.265

54*241

"19*9S3

35-701

5O0887

73^297

of Jndustrial

G'efle3ml Index (all commodity)

Food ,'.-■■

Soft drin3cs cad "beer

tobacco

Fuel.

Electricity

Chemioals

Woodworks

Cement

Iron and Steel
.'.■...'■ ■ ■'

Footwear

106o5

9804

103.1

117o3

99*5

. 108.2
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Malawi .".-...■

A representative of the Reserve Bank of Malawi reported that during

1972 there was a noticeable faster velocity fo circulation of money

and quasi-money in Malawi, implying a slower growth rate of monetary

liabilities of the Banking system than Gross National Producty For

both 1971 and 1972 the increases in money and quasi-raoney fell short of

the growth in GNP« He cited as an example that in 1971 money and quasi-

money increased on the average-by 18 per cent while GNP rose by 23*2 per

cent; comparable figures in 1972 were 13 per cent and I2a6 per cent

respectively* In real terms GNF at factor cost 1971 prices ros-e by 7o7

pent, at current prices the increase was 11*4 per cent, representing a<

price rise of about 3»5per cent in 1972 against 8 per cent in 1971o He

went 021 to say that the slow rate of increase in private sector financial"

savings (which included money and quasi-flioney) was also evident during
both 1972 and 1971© Although the financial savings had fluctuated as a

proportion of GNP since 1971 the absolute level remained at about K10 million

the situation seemed to be changing when one looked at the latest figures«>

There was an upward trend for money and quasi-money far in excess of the

12<*5.per cent increase forecast in GNP© On currency} he said that some

changes were introduced in the currency notes towards the end of the

year0 The changes involved an.elimination of the K2 note and an introduction

of a K5 note<> There were also 'changes in respect of colours and design*

On credit expansion he added that credit to the private sector was

virtually unchanged. (K5 million increase) year to year; during 1971f the
riset resulting from a combination of factors, was over one third8 first

there'was a slower accrual of resources by the Commercial banks§ the

banks, in turn shifted their asset composition towards more liquid formsf

mainly deposits at the Reserve Bank and Treasury BillSj lastly the
UK exporter was financed by his own bank abroad so that in Malawi import

financing through Commercial bank lending was reduced* Bven after allowing

for an increase in private foreign borrowing, total credit to the private

sector was considerably below the admittedly high 1971 figure^ As far as

the Central Government was concernedj there was a sharp incx-ease over the

year in its borrowing from the banking system (it trippled in 1972 on 1971)?
during the same period the net creditor position on the non-central

Government official entities viB^a-vis the banking system was reduced* On

balance the net foreign assets of the tanking system rose faster in 1972

(4o2 million) than in 1971 (l*0 million). The increase was quite apart
from the SDR allocation* In a nutshell, the increase in the uses of

resources by the banking system was below that of the sources, so that

despite the smaller accrual of domestic financial saving to the banking

system, the Commercial banks were able to increase net credit to Government

as well as reverse their position in the Reserve Bank from net borrowers to

net lenderso The Reserve Bank in turn was able to extend net credit to

the official sector instead of as in 1971, ending theyear a net debtor0 ■

An additional financial institution, the Investment Development Bank was.

set up at the beginning of the year whose functions would be to finance

medium and long-term private corporate investment.
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He continued to say that a significant development was that for the

- first time since 1964 there was a surplus on current account during the

1972T73 fiscal year. The authorities announced that budgetary aid from

the UK would cease in the fiscal year 1974-75 - a year ahead of schedule,

Inspite of the good elasticity of internal revenue (l»13)'with respect to
GNP and a good 14,2 per cent increase in revenues in 1972, a deficit of

Kl,9 million occurred in 1^72 replacing a smali surplus in 1971» Develop

ment, expenditure rose by 10 per cent and was a smaller proportion of total

outlay. With the widening deficit in 1972 two trends in the sources of

financing of the deficit were also observed, first a sharp 58«1 per cent

increase in domestic sources "bringing the proportion so financed to 38*0

per cent from 29«9 per cent in 1971? and there was a correspondingly slower

increase (4©4 per cent) in foreign sources of finance and a declining '"
proportion to 62,0 per cent from 71»1 per cent in 1971» Secondly, there

was a decided shift in holdings of Local Registered Stocks and Treasury

Bills towards the banking system in 1972; The banking system acquired

more than 80 per cent of total net issue, 77 per cent of which was taken up
by Reserve Bank« The acquisitions by the private domestic sector were

considerably smaller (in case of Treasury Bills a decline occurred) than
during the previous year. The commercial banks held mainly short-dated stocks
and Treasury Bills*

He further reported that the economy experienced a slower'increase

in both exports and imports year to year. On an fPo,b,. basisf , ■'

exports were 8 per cent up along side an increase of 13 per cent in imports,
The comparable figures for 1971 were 22 per cent and 11 per cent respectively.

The. faster rise in exports in 1971 was associated with the recovery in

agriculture after a poor harvest in 1970; also, non-government imports in 1970
were restrained in part on account of the virtual absence of any expansion in

net domestic credit to tho private sector. In 1972 there was a further rise in

agricultural output and with it exports reverted to more normal growth

pattern. Credit expansion in 1971 produced a spurt in imports early in
1972 which was later restrained by the tightening of domestic credit to the
private sector,, The merchandise trade gap widened by almost 30 per cent; 'net
factor payments turned round from a net payment of KL.2 million in-1971 to a net
receipt of K2,7 million. Thus, on goods and services the balance was more
or less unchangedo. :

In conclusion, he said that since, reserves increased by about K4 million
in 1972 (instead of only EU0 .million in 1971) net capital inflow'(including
errors and omissions) was estimated to have risen from K27»4 million in
1971 to K31.1 million in 1972, implying that a substantial amount of external
resources became available for financing domestic investment, assuming most

transfers were of a capital nature. The Malawi Kwacha had retained the link
with sterling and had therefore depreciated againt the currencies of Malawi's
partners who did not maintain the sterling link. Up to September the
Kwacha depreciated against only 38 per cent of Malawi's suppliers and some
43 per cent of destinatories of exports. The estimated depreciation ■ in
terms of the total of Malawi's trade was 3-4 per cent. Since October
when some of Malawi's trading partners revalued upwards another 30 per cent '
01 Malawi's imports and some 12 per cent of exports were affected. Thus.
lor the JUly-December period the average depreciation of the Kwacha might
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"be estimated, to have been about 5 per cent against currencies of importers

from Malawi and some 6e5 per cent against currencies of exporters to Malawi*

Tanzania . ■ \ ,. ... . . : . . .

. Reporting on Tanzaniat the Governor of the Bank of Tanzania said that

during the year 1972 there was a considerable slow down in the grwoth

of money; and credito , Money supply defined to include currency, in circulation

outside the banks, plus demand deposits other than thoaa; of. the Government

rosefcy 12ol per centc However 9 he. continued, most of the increase was

accounted for by the increase in currency which rose by 21*8 per centy while
demand depoeits; rose, only:"by 3e8 per cento The increase in money supply-,

was largely, a restilt pf the big rise in foreign exchange that- took place

during the year as bank lending to the Government and other domestic sectors

of the Qconony was contained3 During the first ,three months of 1972 money

and credit made the normal seasonal contraction associated with the end of

crop activity* Total: commercial, bank lending.to the various domestic sectors

other, than Government increased "by only 2o9 per cent during 1972c. Lending

for tlie Marketing of Agricultural Produce showed the strongest increase and'

they rose by 33«7 per cent, while lending to the trade sector decreased©

On foreign.-trade he^ reported that during the twelve months of 1972
Tanzania^ exports^increase^ by 14ofc per cente Main rises were recorded im
cottons coffee, cashswnuts and petroleum products. Total imports during

the year 1972 increased by only 6o4 per cent over 1971 compared with an

increase of 19«9 per: cent. during 19-71 over the previous year. As ..a result

,the overall trade deficit for:the twelve months narrowed from Shs 736©$ million
in 1971 to Shs 616*2 million in 1972,-. The decline in the rate of increase
in imports was attributable to the advanced nature of a number of large

projects in progress which resulted in. the fall of imports of ...capital goods
an£ to the effects of imports control and credit restraint measures., He

continued to uay that following a strong growth in imports in the- past

few years} and a fall in reserves back in 1970 and 1971* stronger measures

of import co .trcl were taken towards the end of 1971 ani the functions of
imports control were transferred from the Ministry of Commerce and Industry'

to the Bank of Tanzaniao The Governor was appointed the Imports. Controller.*

The Bank developed rationalised and more systematic procedures of import

licensing, taking into account previously accumulated stocks in certain lines

of imports'and domestically manufactured proqtuctso The measures would

have been effective enough even to reduce imports but for unfavourable

weather conditions which necassitated large imports of foodf particularly

qiaize3 wheat and sugar* Following the takeover of Imports Licensing by

the Bank,, rrqst shortages of imported goods' disappeared*, And even the
introduction in 1972 of the- system of checking imports for price, quality

and qur-ntity "before they were shipped to Tanzania^ by the General

Superintendence Company, brought only a minimum ■ of inconveniencei mainly

because most imports were.handled by Government owned corporations.
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On intra-African trade,.he further reported that the year 1972

saw a continued expansion in trade with neighbouring countvieso

Trade with Burundij Rwanda; Zaire and Zambia increased significantly,

although the volume of export trade with Kenya and Uganda fell-from

Shs 19606 million in 1971 to Shs ?31o5 million in 1972 and.imports

from them r6se only slightly from Shs 31103 to Shs 33?c5 million*

The balance of payments performance in 1972 showed a considerable

improvement over 1971a There was an improvement in the trade balance

from a deficit of Shs 865 million in 1971 to one of about Shs '/20 million

in 19721 and also a considerable improvement in the overall position

from a small surplus of Shs 79 million in 1971 to a big surplus of"

about Shs 360 million in 1972o . .

On Foreign Exchange.,. he reported that the foreign exchange position

had. risen very steeply during the past yearo Bank of Tanzania

holdings of foreign exchange more than doubled during the year -rom

Shs 3l6o3 (net) position, in Ifccenber-3971 to Shs 680 million net in December

1972c The foreign exchange holdings continued to rise'-during the:first three
irva*hs of 1973 and the latest figure, as at 21 April 1973 stood at Shs, 860 .

million gross of Shs 82406 netn The total national position ±oez including

the holdings of the commercial banks, stood at Shs 1,570 million

as at 21 April 1973 oompared with Shs 955*2: during the previous

In February 1973j Tanzania devalued again along with the US dollar

and to the same extent as the dollar, i*e& by 10 per cento Although

the balance of payments situation in the past year had shown a great

improvement over .1971, several other considerations weighed in

favour of a devaluation^ . The past few years had seen Tanzania's

development strategy shifted 3trongly in favour of rural development*

At the same timev the volume of exports, which consisted mainly Of

cash crops grcvn by peasants like cotton, coffee., and cash'ewnutsj-

had not increased much..in the past few years* It was considered

that if. Teuizania did .not devalue, the major burden would hav3 fallen

on the peasants and farmers, who would have faced a reduction in their

incomeo Although with a devaluation, the prices of imports incrsased3

it was Been as a desirable complement to the physical curbs on

imports in .farce .since. 1971». A devaluation alsc afforded a measure

of support to the Tanzania infant industrieso
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Uganda

Governor of the Bank of Uganda reported that since the previous

meeting in. July 1972, there had been signs of growth in the .agricultural

sector which accounted for around 50 per cent of the 'Gross Domestic

Product. Coffee production roae by: 6 per cent in the 1971/72 season

and was expected to increase by 8 per cent to 200,000 metric tons in

the 1972/73 season. The latest estimates showed a rise in cotton
production of 15.6 per cent to 475jOOQ bales in the 1972/73 season

compared with the previous one. There were indications that the prices

of cotton and coffee would continue to be much higher in the 1972/73

- - .season-than they were in 1971/72. Although cotton and coffee still

accounted for around 65 per cent of Uganda's total exports, the agri-

"*; ?'! cultural diversification programme, started some years back, was show
ing a good measure of success. The volume of i;ea and tobacco produc
tion rose by 26 per cent and 9-5 per cent respectively in 1972 over

1971* Sugar was the only major agricultural commodity whose production
had declined, but it was hoped that the unfortunate trend would be

- reversed in due course. On mining, said that oopper production regis

tered a decline of 10.1 per cent from 15,731 'metric tons in 1971 to

14»137 metric tons.in 1972. It was too early to estimate production for
1973 although the output for the months of January to March 19^3 had been
2,7 per cent higher than for the same period in 1972; there were si&ns
that production might be stepped up at the Kilembe Mines as a result

of the favourable improvements in world prices*

He added that it was estimated that output in the industrial sector

. which, accounted for around 10 per cent of Gross Domestic Product rose

-during the first half of 1972, but declined substantially in the second

half to give a total reduction of 9 per cent for the year* During the

year 1972, the value of toral exports was at Shs.2,023.3 million;
I 9 per cent higher than during the previous year. On the other hand,

[ imports declined by 35 per cent thus allowing a record balance of trade

;,. • surplus on a customs data oasis of Shs.866.6 million, compared to the

■\ 74*2 million shillings in 1971. The development explained the achieve-
>J ment of an overall favourable balance of payments surplus of Shs.35

$ million which would have been muoh higher but for the extraordinarily
3 large amount of foreign exchange which:was spent during the 4 months
-\ '- Of 1972. ; ' '

Reporting- on money and banking, he said that total domestic credit

during 1972 continued to rise at a slightly higher rate than in the

previous year and stwod at around Shs.2,356 million in December 1972.

The net foreign assets of the banking system rose by 35«5 million

shillings (or 17 per cent) to Shs.243.7 million during 1972. During
1971? there was a big decline of Shs.248.9 million or 54 per oent in the
net foreign assets. It was significant to note that the increase in

1972 was achieved despite the heavy pressures in the country's balance
of payments during the previous 4 months of the year, and was to be

explained by the good export performance and success of the import
control measures introduced towards the end of 1971. The heavy

pressures during the 4 months of 1972 had eased and foreign

exchange holdings had started to rise again.
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Foreign exohange reserves stood at Shs.31O million by the end of Maroh
1973* and had fluctuated around that level ever since. Money supply

rose by 34 per o'ent between January and December 1972 mainly as a
result of the rise in private demand deposits of 68 par cent. Currency
in circulation rose by 3,7 per cent during the year and stood at
^hs.670 million ai; the end of ,1972. He said in conclusion that Uganda
introduced a new currency towards the,end of January 1973 and the
conversion was successfully -completed in 15 days.- Time and savings
deposits grew by 6.2 per cent during 1972. 1. ■ .

Burundi . ' ;

The Governor of the Bangle de le Republique du Burundi reported
that in 1972 the production of coffee, the main export product in
Burundi, had been adversely affected by world prices despite favourable
climatic conditions. Production of cotton had dropped by half, following
events of April m2m Tea registered a slight increase. On industrial
development, he said that 1972 had been a year of considerable expansion
in the manufacturing of capital goods. Industrial aotivity had
increased particularly in the civil engineering seotors and in the '
manufacture of metallurgical equipment. There was a noticeable decline
in industries producing oonsmner goods, •

He went on to say that the export prospects.of manufactured produots
had not improved in view of the difficulties, encountered with neighbouring
countries Nevertheless, international commercial contacts had ■- '
considerably increased and exports registered a reasonable increase-,
mainly attributable to coffee. Imports also slightly increased due to
moreaeed prices in supplier countries. ?he balance of trade deficit '
was reduced by 60- per cent, while the balance of payments had once more than
a surplus of more than 118 million Burundi Francs,™w t£2i the 197* *
figure '

py had once mora surplus of more than 118 million Burundi Francs,w t£2i the 197*
figure. '

h^ KIn.°On°1UiBLOnI he fuTthBr- e1:ated that ^e foreign exchange position
had been consolidated due to the slight improvement in exports, and the
maintaining of imports within the approved limits. The overall economic
situation wa; sound, although internal prices were on a slight increase.
It yas hoped that the price of coffee on the world markets would continue
to increase and therefore boost the economy.

Rwanda

Heporting on the economic performance of Hwanda during 1972, the

^ef!n!!tlVe f the B&nqUe **n<»»U.-cta Rwanda said that the sharp
drop in the production of coffee and the depressed world prices for
wffr r aYdv^» effect on the balance cf payments and government
Srf!!'**?1 °r?eV° finan09 the relatively high budgetary deficit, the
Banque Nationale du ihfanda decided to.reduce and restrict credit to
the economy among other corrective measures.
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He went on to say that as more than 70 per cent of Rwanda's products

were exported to the United States of America and Britain, the devalua

tion of the US dollar, and to a certain extent," the floating of the
pound sterling,, had had an adverse effect on Rwanda's foreign exchange

earnings. It was therefore deemed necessary to devalue the Rwanda franc

to the parity, of 92P77 Rwanda franc to US^.1. " It was hoped that the
move would stimulate the output of export products and enable the

couniiry to narn substantial foreign exchange. In conclusion he said
that a good level >• of coffee production would be achieved in 1973 because
of increasing world pricesj and would correct the adverse balance of
payments carried over from the previous year. The success of the

economic performance of Rwanda would very much depend on her relations

with neighbouring countries as most of the exports to the outside world
passed through then.

' Zambia

representative of the Bank of Zambia reporting on the perfor

mance of the Zambian economy in 1-972, said that the economy was characterized
by a recovery in the growth of real output and by progress towards
equilibrium in both government budget and balance of payments. Money

supply rose by less than 10 per cent and price increases were comparatively
under control, especially for the low income group. Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) was estimated to have risen by 5 per cent at constant values,
compared with an increase of 1 per cent in 1971 and a fall of 9 per

cent in 1970. All main sectors of the economy contributed to the growth.

Mining output was more than 10 per cent higher in volume during, 1972

than during the previous year, .agricultural output was estimated to
be 23 per cent higher, due to the substantial increase in the maize
harvest. The index of manufacturing production showed an increase
of 12.7 per cent in the first nine months of 1972 over the same period
of 1971? while electricity production, with the Kafue hydro-electrio
scheme in operation, could be estimated to be around 140 per cent higher
than in 1971*

He continued to say that the good performance was mostly explained

by the Government's deficit budget, which helped to maintain the level
of Government expenditure while revenue was lower due to depressed copper
prices and the capital allowances given to the mining companies under

the takeover agreement. Further causes of GDP growth included the
substantial credit expansion during 1971 and the first six months of
1972 and, possibly, the coming on stream of various productive invest
ments in the manufacturing sector towards the end of the First National

Development Plan. 'i'he growth of output from non-mining sectors of the
economy also indicated a degree of success in diversification and import

substitution policies. The growth in agricultural output had at the
same time increased rural sector income and hence demand. As far as

the use of resources was concernedj much of the increase in GDP during
1972 went towards reducing the balance of payments deficit on current
account from £161 million in 1971 to an estimated KbO million in 1972.
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Stocks of manufactured goods ran down, following the stricter control

on the issue of import licences and the credit squeeze^ while those

of agricultural goods rose, partly due to the bumper maize harvest.

On labour and industrial relations, he said that employment rose

by about 5 per cent between the first half of 1971 and that of 1972.

A breakdown in industry showed a substantial increase in employment■

in electricity, distribution and transport, while employment in mining

declined, 'despite the heavy investment programme carried out by the

mining companies. The data on average annual earnings of employees

- were not yet available, but from preliminary estimates it seemed that

the rate of increase had slowed down in 1972, compared with that of the

two previous years. Government wage policy during 1972? aimed mainly
at keeping down the fate of wage increases of thy high income bracket,

both Zambian and non-Zambian, and at raising that of the low income

group. Labour relations were generally gocd during the year and man-

days lost in industrial disputap were lower than in 1971 and 1970.

He also reported that non-copper wholesale prices rose by 7.0 per cent

compared with 5.3 per cent in 1971. .agricultural prices fell by 1.3

per cent while prices of manufactured goods rose by 6 per cent.

•Khe increase in prices of manufactured goods took place mainly between

December 1971 and April 1972, due to an increase in import prices

resulting from the rise in prices abroad, the devaluation of the

Kwa'oha and the higher import duties announced in the 1972 Budget.: ,

The consumer price index for the hi&h income group rose by 8.0 per

cent, compared with 5.8 per cent in 1971 > while that of the low income

group declined from 6.2 per cent in 1971 to 4.5 per cent in 1972. The

different rates of increase of the two indices were due to the rise

in import prices which affected the high income group index more than

that of the low income group, as well as to Government protection of

the low income group, through price controls and subsidies for certain
agricultural products.

The deficit in the balance of payments was halved compared with

1971j from K203 million to K103 million. The improvement took plaoe
mainly in the second half of the year, while during the first half,

the deficit continued at the same rate as in 1971. .^rom January to

June 1972 the deficit in the balance of payments -anouvrted to K90 million,
which was only slightly lower than that of the corresponding period

Of 1971 (98 million). During the second half of 1972, on the other
hand, the deficit was K13 million, comoared with a deficit of 105 million

in the same period of 1971. The substantial dealine in the balance of

payments deficit was due to a recovery in the volume of copper exports,

a decrease in payments for goods and services and an improvement in

the capital account. On mining, he said that coppor exports in volume
terms rose by 12 per cent.as a result of the running down of stocks,

increased production at Mufulira mine and the expansion programme of
.the mining companies.. Copper prices on the London Motal Exchange

remained depressed throughout tha year, and from the 23fd June to the

end of November they were negatively affected by the decision of the

British authorities to lot sterling float. After the floating began,
prices expressed in sterling recovered compared with those of the
pre-floating period^ but the recovery was not enough to compensate

for the sterling depreciation. Howover, from tha middle of Deoember 1972
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prices showed a strong recovery, reaching a maximum"of £608 per ton on

March 1973- This reoovery was due partly to an increase in real demand

and partly to other factors, such as the controversy over Chilean copper,

the closure of the border between Zambia and Rhodesia,,the prolonged

strike in one of the most important Belgian refineries and the un

certainties arising from the dollar crisis.

He went on to BP.y that although the Government deficit for 1972

(58 million) was only slightly less than that for 1971 (160 million)
there were important structural changes both in revenue and expenditure

during 1972. On the one hand, efforts were made to diversify revenue

sources away from copper and, on the other hand, the trend for large

increases in recurrent expenditure experienced in 1970 and 1971 was

checked. The decrease in 1972 recurrent revenue (16 million) was

caused entirely by a further drop in copper revenue while other

-source's of revenue rose substantially (47 million).

v In conclusion, he reported that the Zambia/Tanzania railway

construction was progressing according to schedule and completion date

was still fixed for 1975* During 1972 Zambia reported the pegging of

the Kwacha to the US dollar. During the subsequent monetary crisis

Zambia did not devalue her Kviacha with the dollar. All in all, the

eoonomy performed very well and Zambia should have been very confident

Of achieving equilibrium in 1973 had it not been for the economic

problems arising out of the closure of the Ehodesian border at the

beginning of 1973, which no doubt had brought in its wake various

problems relating to the re-routing of imports and exports. Efforts
were being made to contain the situation and so far there were some
signa-of success.

Progress on international monetary reform
byi Governor of Central Bank of Tanzania

In his preamble he said that he was very pleased to be able to

report to his colleagues, the Governors of the Central Banks of East

and' Central Africa, on the progress so far made by the Committee on

International Monetary Reform and Related Issues. In the first instance,

he thanked the Governor of the National Bank of Ethiopia as a member
representing the group on the Committee, together with the other

Governors of the International Monetary Fund in the group Who seleoted
him to serve as a Deputy of the Committee of Twenty and with whose
support the honour was accorded to him.,

Reporting on International Monetary Reform, he said that the

Deputies of the Committee of 20 had so far held four meetings. The

meetings included the first one held in Washington during 1972 at the

inauguration of the Committee itself. The Committee of 20 had so far
held one business meeting. At the Deputies' first meeting on 29 September
1972 procedures to be followed at subsequent meetings and matters
relating to the timing and venue of such meeting were discussed*
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The first substantive meeting was held in Washington towards the end

of November which was followed by another meeting in Paris in,late

January 1973. The third substantive meeting was held on 22-23 Ma-?oh

preceding the full Committee meeting which was held on 26-27 March.

The November meeting of Deputies concentrated on a general ex

change of views on the aims and purpose of the reform itself. It

then turned to the question of the adjustment process and exchange

rate mechanism. On the question of the general objectives of the

reform, the Deputies generally reiterated the stands taken by

Governors at the September meeting. The new monetary system would

have to depend on fixed but easily adjustable par values of currencies.

It was the concensus at that meeting that concurrent with the dis
cussions on purely monetary affairs, there should be discussions

with GATT. and UNCTaD as well as IBRD so that the "related issues"

implied in the terms of reference would be easily resolved. He
prefaced his remarks by stating that at all meetings of the Deputies

they had attempted to meet together with the other Deputies from the
less developied countries to try and see how their common interests
could-be properly co-ordinated when confronting Deputies from the

industrialized countries. At the meetings of the "Group of Nine" they
had had the'advantage of consulting with the ''Group of 24" Deputies who
also tried to meet a day or so before the Deputies of the Committee
of Twenty,

In their discussion of the adjustment process and exchange rate
mechanism, the Deputies were of the concensus that there was need for
improvement, and that any system devised should try to satisfy the
aspirations of both the industrialized and the less developed countries.
It was recognized that inflation and disequilibrating capital flows

. posed special problems in the adjustment process. It-was further

, accepted that with respect to their balance of payments the burden of
adjustment was a problem for both surplus as well as deficit countries.

-.He- further stated that during' the discussion of the adjustment
process various proposals had been pitt forward regarding the use of

quantitative indicators for facility ting international co-operation
and surveillance. DeputiesJsd expressed reservations on the extent'
to which pre-determined indicators could be used on a universal basis.
Not only would such use conflict with the sovereignty of, members of
the IMF but no situation in one country at one time was precisely the
same as in another country or at another time, rt was however accepted
that indicators "f some sort would be useful, if not necessary, to
trigger consultation, a Working Party representing all constituent
members of the Committee of Twenty had been formed to work but in detail
the pros, and cons of the use of indicators and was to report to the
next meeting of Deputies, to be held in the latter half of May 1973.
The consensus among Deputies, on the question of adjustment had been to
recognize that the situations could be dealt with by various approaches.
Domestic action regarding taxes or subsidies could bring about the
required adjustments. Similarly the exchange rate could be altered
or imports, or exports could be controlled to bring about the required
equilibrium* Countries could also decide on capital controls to bring
about adjustment. In spite of the use of indicators therefore, it was
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.accepted that the new system would allow for the member country to.

choose what measure or set of measures could be rtalten. to facilitate the

return of the economy'to equilibrium..

He add'ed that the discussions on exchange rate changes as part

of the adjustment.process had been the main pre-oceupation of the

Deputies. It had been agreed that if,changes were more timely and

small they would generate lesa disruption in the system. The

more timely,' the smaller they would need to be. The notion that the .

United States should no.t be free to .change its-exchange; rate had-been

dropped and it was accepted that all countries should have this freedom*

Less developed.countries' Deputies had stressed that there should be

some protection for their reserves held -in the form of foreign ex- .

change at the reserve centres. The question of floating on a temporary

basis had also been discussed and it had been agreed that in spite,of ■■:
its not being permitted under.the Articles of .agreement of the Fund, '-■.■
the Executive Board should study, the situation t.o try and formulate

some rules. In the new system, it might, be necessary to provide for

rules on temporary floating rather than being silent when it was: :
recognized that it mightbe a usual phenomenon,in the future. .Me went

on to eay that trade controls and other restrictions on payments on . ..

current account had been recognized as undesirable. It was however

accepted t^at the less developed countries might have a stronger case

for applying such controls because of their structural problems. ,
Similarly, on capital controls, it had been recognized that the LDCS

might have a.case.for their application. It was also accepted that

when industrialized countries applied capital controls to curb dis-
equilibrating flows, they should, consider exempting flows to. the
LDCs ■;'■; " ;

He further added that the meeting of the Deputies which took place

in Paris concentrated, on the question of, reserve assets and convertibility
Deputies agreed that in the, system to be finally set up, there should-

be better management of international liquidity. They accepted that
the role of reserve currencies must diminish and.that, part of the current
problem had been, the dependence of, the Bretton Woods system on the
deficits o£ the reserve currency countries. - It -was also accepted that -
gold as a monetary asset should gradually be.withdrawn. Consequently,
the role of SDE, as an internationally-managed reserve asset, should
grow Very rapidly. . . ■ .'-■,- .

The. problem of the '^Dollar over-hand" and the need to return to
general convertibility when the new system.was established was discussed
at the Paris meeting as well as in the subsequent meeting. Various
alternatives had been put forward to accommodate the United States on
that question. The so. called."Consolidation" and "Substitution" Accounts
in the Fund were .designed for members either voluntarily or mandatorily
to convert,their holdings of reserve currencies into SDRs- Such SDRs
would' then be. converted into.other currencies whenever suoh members were
in balance of payments deficit and needed to use their reserves. Reserva
tions had however, been, expressed that too large an issue of SDfis for "
the purpose of relieving tjie current. USV accumulation could adversely
affect confidence in .the asset. It had therefore been suggested that
especially tlae larger accumulators; of US^ like Japan and Germany could
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enter into bilateral arrangements with the United States for funding

their excessive "balances.

In the interest of long-term stability (and even equity), he

.reported that it was accepted ~by the Deputies that all countries, inoluding

reserve currency countries, should settle their payments liabilities

by the use of primary reserves or foreign assets, acquired or borrowed.

To that extent, there was need to recognize that the -oBn substitution

V account would be of assistance to the United States and probably to

the United kingdom also. The Deputies from the LDCS had been stress

ing that the SDRs Substitution Account should be so designed as to

provide the less developed countries with a convenient and flexible

means of exchanging their foreign currency assets into SDRs and vice

versa as needs arose. They had also tried to stress that there should

be adequate returns on the substitution SDRs in order to attract

those who attached importance to the earnings on t'heir foreign ex

change reserves. He continued to say that a related question of reserve

assets and convertibility had been the question of "the numeraire".

In spite of reservations expressed by a few Deputies, he thought it

was accepted that SDRs could become the numeraire in the.new system.

On capital flows, he said that because of the developments in

February in the international money markets, Deputies devoted most of

their time in March to discussing the problem of capital flo^s. ll'hey

also discussed the effects of the decisions taken by the "Group of

Ten and EEC countries" in March to float their currencies. Particularly

they noted that the move would affect their approach to the tasks before

them. Concern was registered at thtt.meeting regarding the manner the

international decision, which affected developed as well as developing

countries, was taken outside the ambit of the Fund. The Deputies at

their previous meeting established another technical working group to

study the problem of capital flows and its effeots on the future system.

It was centered in Europe under the chairmanship of Mr. Morse whilst

the one on Indicators to which he had referred earlier was under the

chairmanship of the American Vice-Chairman. It was hoped that the

working party on capital flows would come up with a proper assessment

of what should be done in that important matter and how the Ekaro-

Currency markets would be controlled or managed in the long-term.

In conclusion, he said that the problems of developing countries

particularly the question of the SDR "link" had been referred to by the

Deputies from those countries at all the meetings held so far. However,

the reference had been only incidental and they had not yet held a specific

session to'deliberate on the matter. It was however, obvious from the

remarks by Deputies from the industrialized countries that there were

considerable reservations on the question of the link. It was accepted

that the reform of the monetary system should provide for some automaticity

in the flow of real resources from developed to developing countries.

The meeting due in May 1973 would specifically deal with the subject,

and he invited any views that any Governor might have in order to buttress

and strengthen the case that ought to be presented to the Group of

Deputies, ^he Deputies from the LDQp had in consultation with the
Group of 24 been giving thought to fcow best to establish the "link"

between SDR oreation and allocation and development. Several schemes
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had been proposed in the Fund xCxecutive Board as well as by other

Deputies. At the March 1973 meeting it was agreed that a Wording Barty

of all the nine constituencies should be formed to work out an agreed

joint approach which would be presented to the May 1973 meeting of the

Deputies. If the LDCS persisted in presenting conflicting;schemes'for
the link, it was likely that the developed countries' Deputies opposed

to the idea would exploit Vae situation to frustrate the scheme

altogether. ; ,

In his supplementary remarks, the Governor of the National Bank

of Ethiopia said that the Committee of Twenty met on 25 and 27 March

.to oonsider the report of the Deputies. All members were present.

They were facing the problems of the reserve mechanism, the balance

of payments, and adjustment process. There were three important

groupsj surplus, deficit, and the less developed countries. Among tiie
surplus oountries, the ttest European ones presented a common front.

Speaking on their behalf, the Belgian Minister of Finance reported

what was agreed to at the meeting of the heads of Governments held in

October 1972 in Paris. The Japanese appeared to have taken a different

slant. The first point raised was the need for a balanced approach

to the choice of the type of measures to be adopted. They said that

any change of parities would take plaoe within the framework of the IMF

and should not be left to individual .countries- The exchange orisis

that took place after 12 February 1973 was briefly discussed and it was

agreed that the deputies could take into consideration such developments

in their deliberations. The question of Reserve Assets was raised and

it was the general opinion that gold should be replaced by an inter

national monetary reserve asset. There was a lot of objections to

the removal of gold, but as an ultimate alternative the idea was accepted.

When the Group of Twenty discussed the problem of SDRs there had been

other suggestions. The problem of capital flows was dealt with at

a certain length. Some opposed and others advocated controls. It was

agreed that the introduction of disintegrated capital flows was identified

as the answer and therefore the deputies were asked to establish a

technical group to study this.

Any other business .

(a) It was agreed that Governors who might have any comments to

contribute to the deliberations of the Group of Twenty should

.. forward them in writing to Governor Mtei.

(b) .It was agreed that the next meeting of the fiast African Sub-

--•.-.■ gegional Committee of the Association of African Central

,. j- Banks would be held in Kampala at a date to be decided,


